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FACULTIES
Subject Departments are organised into the following faculties:

ENGLISH
MATHEMATICS
SCIENCE
HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
CREATIVE, TECHNICAL & PERFORMING ARTS
GAMES & SPORT
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ENGLISH
READING AND CREATIVITY

Creative writing is also strongly encouraged. The annual First
Form creative writing workshop, involving every boy in the
year, and featuring a range of published authors, produces
an in-house anthology of poetry and stories. Visitors have
included Dai George, Helen Dennis, Jon Robinson, Robert
Muchamore, and Anthony Horowitz. Noted poets, Jonty
Driver and Owen Sheers have also come to discuss their
work – and poetry in general – with the Sixth Form.

Pupils in the First Form have three 50 minute English
lessons a week together with two 20 minute homework
sessions. From the Second Form to the Fifth Form, there are
three to five periods a week and increasing (though never
unreasonable) amounts of homework.

AIMS AND ETHOS

The English Department at St Albans School aims to foster
articulacy, confidence and distinction across the range
of activities and skills traditionally identified with the
disciplines of English and English Literature. We aim not only
to make a decisive contribution to the academic success of
our students, but also to promote their personal development
as reflective and independent individuals.
English teachers construct their own teaching plans in
accordance with departmental programmes of study, but in
essence we shadow (though move well beyond) the National
Curriculum. Teachers set out to stimulate enjoyment of the
subject; to develop style, accuracy, imagination, and clear
presentation in writing and speech.
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The Department supplies lists of recommended reading.
Reading is encouraged by liberal use of the well-stocked
Junior Library, by whole-class study of particular books, or
by work on books supplied to individuals according to their
taste and rate of progress. In addition, the First and Second
Forms spend one supervised period a week in the Library.
We believe good quality fiction, drama and poetry to be at
the very heart of English.
Theatre and literary trips are arranged throughout the School.
In recent years students have travelled to Shakespeare’s
Globe, the West End, the RSC at Stratford, and the ballet in
Covent Garden.

EXAM SUCCESS

The Department has an enviable level of exam success.
In the Sixth Form, English Literature is a popular course.
The current staff include two Doctorates, several Oxbridge
graduates, and current A Level and GCSE examiners.

MATHEMATICS
The Mathematics Department is one of the largest and most
successful in the School. All of the staff are well-qualified
teachers who bring their experience and enthusiasm to
the classroom every day. Between them they have expert
knowledge over a wide range of fields, such as Pure
Mathematics, Statistics, Engineering and Computing.
Teaching is not restricted to the national curriculum and
students are encouraged to develop their thinking skills,
problem-solving ability and to become independent learners.
In addition to time spent in the classroom, students are
entered into national competitions, in both individual and
team events. They also have the opportunity to join various
clubs including Maths Plus, STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics), Bridge, Chess, Coding and
Maths club. Visiting speakers are invited to entertain and
inform on a wide variety of topics, such as Bio-Mechanics,
String Theory and The Mathematics of Fantasy Football.
Second Form students enjoy a visit to Bletchley Park as
part of a coding investigation, whilst Lower Sixth Further
Mathematics students attend a day of lectures in London,
gaining insight into some of the many ways in which
Mathematics is used in the ‘real world’.

stretch and challenge whilst others prefer more nurturing
and support.zxx There is always flexibility, with all sets
covering the same syllabus, using the same materials and
sitting any tests and exams at the same time. Students will
be set two short homework tasks each week.

MIDDLE SCHOOL - GCSE
The Third Form (Year 9) begin the IGCSE course, studying
number, algebra, data-handling, probability, and shape and
space. The boys work in sets with those of similar ability and
where the teaching style is suitable for their needs. Currently
all pupils sit the examination in January of the Fifth Form
(Year 11).

LOWER SCHOOL

In order to allow the new pupils time to settle in, and for us
as staff to get to know their strengths and weaknesses, they
are initially taught in their forms. The teaching groups are
rearranged at the end of the Autumn Term based on a holistic
judgement. We appreciate that some students prefer extra
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FIFTH FORM AND POST-GCSE

Alongside preparation for the IGCSE examinations,
additional Mathematics content is studied. Students are
introduced to some A Level concepts and richer problemsolving tasks; it is good preparation for studying A Level
Mathematics and must be completed successfully by any
student intending to study Mathematics in the Sixth Form.

IN THE SIXTH FORM

Mathematics is a very popular A Level choice. The students
study the OCR B (MEI) syllabus, all of which is examined
at the end of the Upper Sixth Form.

MATHEMATICS A LEVEL

Students study Pure Mathematics, Mechanics and Statistics,
sitting three papers (Pure Mathematics and Mechanics,
Pure Mathematics and Statistics, Pure Mathematics and
Comprehension). Students are offered the opportunity to
study for an AS Further Mathematics in the Upper Sixth.

FURTHER MATHEMATICS
A LEVEL

This is a completely separate A Level which is taught
alongside the single A Level. There is a certain amount
of choice here, allowing students to focus on Mechanics,
Statistics or Extra Pure Mathematics. Those planning to study
subjects such as Mathematics, Engineering, Economics,
Computer Science or Physics may need to have studied
the two A Levels in order to apply to certain universities.
Special extension classes are provided for those needing to
take STEP papers or MAT (for Oxford) in order to satisfy
the conditions of their offer.
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USEFUL WEBSITES

There are countless places to find mathematics puzzles,
problems and interesting items. The websites suggested
below have links to many others.
www.ukmt.org.uk
www.nrich.maths.org
www.numberphile.com

SCIENCE
LOWER SCHOOL

The Key Stage 3 Science course is taught as a single subject
over two years in the First and Second Form.
In the First Form the emphasis is on fun activities and
practical work, establishing a firm foundation of practical
skills and knowledge for the years ahead. Science is taught
for four periods a week (over three hours a week) in wellequipped dedicated laboratories.
The Second Form builds on this basis to deepen students’
understanding of key concepts and emphasise the links
between the different sciences. By the end of the Second
Form, students will have covered the KS3 curriculum and
be at a level equivalent to those joining the School through
the Common Entrance examination.

GCSE

Boys study Biology, Chemistry and Physics as separate
subjects over three years, beginning in Third Form, sitting
three separate IGCSEs at the end of the Fifth Form.
Practical work is an important part of Science and students
can expect to spend a substantial portion of their time
carrying out experiments, making measurements and
observing as well as covering theory and solving problems.
The IGCSE is universally recognised as equivalent to GCSE
by universities and employers and we believe it provides a

level of challenge and stimulation more appropriate for our
students, many of whom continue to study sciences in the
Sixth Form. It is a linear course with all exams sat in the
summer of the Fifth Form and no coursework element.

TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

Transferable skills are emphasised throughout the Science
course.
These include problem-solving, analysis of data, critical
appraisal of methodologies and the use of ICT and
automation. In this way, students gain experience of working
practices in the real world.

A LEVEL

Physics, Chemistry and Biology are very popular A Level
subjects in the School.
In recent years, the sciences have consistently accounted for
around a quarter of all A Level subjects taken. We work hard
to make the transition from GCSE to A Level study as smooth
as possible, both for our existing students and those joining
the School for the first time. Many of our students go on to
study science-related disciplines at university.

CO-CURRICULAR SCIENCE

We offer many opportunities for students to get involved in
Science outside the classroom.
Science and STEM clubs look at different aspects of Science
and allow open-ended investigation of topics of interest,
possibly leading to CREST awards. The Stephen Hawking
Society organises lectures by visiting speakers from
academia, industry and the media to broaden students’
perspectives. Trips include visits to The Big Bang Fair, CERN
and the GCSE Science Live event, amongst others.
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
The Modern Foreign Languages Department consists of nine
teachers and three language assistants. We all share the view
that languages are an essential skill and that they can enrich
our lives in many ways, as well as being great fun to learn.

CURRICULUM

In the First Form pupils study French and German. At the
end of the year, pupils opt for three languages from a choice of
Chinese, French, German, Latin and Spanish and study these
in greater depth. Whilst lessons are fun and communicative,
an emphasis is also placed on grammatical accuracy and the
target language is used as much as possible in class.
In the Fourth and Fifth Form, pupils work towards the
Pearson IGCSE qualifications in French, German, and
Spanish. Pupils who study Chinese work towards the Pearson
GCSE qualification. All pupils must study at least one
modern foreign language at this level, although we encourage
them to take two or more. The productive and receptive
language skills have equal weighting at IGCSE/GCSE level
and consequently pupils are prepared to understand longer
passages of written and spoken target language as well as
express themselves orally and on paper.
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In the Sixth Form, pupils work towards the AQA A Level
qualification in French and Spanish and the Edexcel A Level
qualification in German. As part of their studies in the Sixth
Form, pupils are exposed to a range of authentic language
sources as well as studying literary texts and films.

TEACHING FACILITIES
Languages are taught in a recently-renovated suite of eight
classrooms, all of which are equipped with interactive
smartboards and speakers. Three of these rooms are
computer suites which are regularly used by all classes. In
addition, our language assistants each have their own office
where conversation lessons are held.

TRIPS AND EXCHANGES

Our commitment to developing oral skills is reinforced by
our programme of visits and exchanges. Recent trips have
included an exchange trip to Usingen in Germany and
Chambéry in France as well as a study trip to southern Spain.
We also offer a trip to the Christmas markets in Germany
for pupils in the Lower School.

CLASSICS
There is a strong tradition of Classics teaching at St Albans
School and pupils learn in dedicated Classics classrooms,
taught by four passionate teachers. We strongly believe that
by delving into the Ancient World, we can gain not only
linguistic knowledge but also benefit from studying the
history, literature, philosophy and social interactions of the
Greeks and Romans.

studied include Virgil, Ovid, Cicero, Tacitus, Livy, Sophocles,
Aristophanes, Euripides, Homer, Herodotus, and Xenophon.
Classical Civilisation is also available as an A Level option,
affording pupils the opportunity to study literature in
translation and examine the history and culture of the ancient
world through a variety of different sources, both written
and visual, and by a range of authors.
Pupils study the following modules: Greek Theatre, including
the social and religious origins of drama supported by
reading Greek Tragedies and Comedies; the World of the
Hero, exploring the epic poems of Virgil and Homer; Love
and Relationships, examining the ethical, moral and social
aspects of relationships as written about by Seneca, Sappho
and Plato.

TRIPS AND VISITS

The Department runs a number of trips:

LOWER SCHOOL

All pupils study Latin in the First Form using the Cambridge
Latin Course. In addition to learning about the language,
they learn about life in Pompeii in the days leading up to
the eruption of Vesuvius. At the end of the year, pupils can
choose to continue with their Latin studies.
The Second Form focuses on life in Roman Britain and the
Roman province of Alexandria. Again, pupils can choose to
continue their Classical studies in the Third Form, where they
are joined by an influx of new pupils and all pupils receive
an introduction to Ancient Greek, as preparation for their
GCSE choices.

GCSE

Both Latin and Greek are offered as separate GCSE options
and follow the OCR courses. Pupils complete the language
section of the syllabus and learn to translate complex Latin
passages, put simple English sentences into Latin and gain a
strong knowledge of Latin accidence and syntax. There are
two literature papers, one verse and one prose and pupils
tackle a range of authors including Ovid, Virgil, Tacitus,
Pliny, Homer, Euripides and Herodotus.

A LEVEL

In the Sixth Form, Latin and Greek are available at A Level
and pupils will continue to study literature and language.
The students cement their linguistic knowledge and again
study a range of classical authors, balancing their translation
skills with literary analysis and scansion. They look at literary
influences and compare their texts with a range of other
texts, both ancient and modern, and recognise the impact
of political and social events on their prescription. Authors

• The First Form visit Cambridge to see the Cast Gallery
and the Fitzwilliam Museum, or Oxford to enjoy the
delights of the Pitts River Museum and The Ashmolean
• The Second Form visit Verulamium Museum and the
Roman theatre.
• All Key Stage 3 pupils have a visit from Roman soldiers.
• Each term sees a theatre trip as well as visiting speakers
coming into the School, sometimes shared with nearby
schools.
• There is also a bi-annual trip to Rome, Pompeii and
Greece.

HYLOCOMIAN SOCIETY

This is the School’s senior Classics Society which hosts
lectures given by university academics and seminars,
provided by staff and pupils. Regular theatre trips and visits
to the British Museum are also offered and made available
for pupils in the Third Form and above.
There is also a Classics publication, vox populi, produced by
pupils, containing articles by staff and pupils, celebrating the
resonance of Classics.
Sixth Formers are also responsible for enthusing Lower
School pupils through the Classics Club and for broadening
their knowledge and rhetorical skills by presenting Classical
Seminars.
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HISTORY
OUR AIMS

Located in special rooms of considerable historical interest
in the School’s fourteenth-century Abbey Gateway, we give
pupils the opportunity to develop an awareness of how
the world we live in today was created and the influence
of the past on the present. We want our pupils to think
for themselves and so we expose them to a wide range
of documents, historical sources and opinions. We are
keen to emphasise that historical conclusions are liable to
reassessment in the light of new or re-interpreted evidence.

WHAT WE TEACH

In the First and Second Forms, we explore medieval history
and early-modern history, situating England alongside
wider world studies, such as Islamic Empires and African
Kingdoms. Content covered in the classroom is underpinned
by visits to Dover Castle and the National Civil War Centre.
In the Third Form, we undertake thematic studies of
migration, empires and revolutions, and a study of War. To
complement pupils’ study of the Holocaust at the end of the
year, we run a cross-curricular study day in conjunction with
the RS Department.

At A Level, pupils embark on a study of twentieth-century
world history, focusing on British social and political history
for Paper 1, alongside the USA post World War Two for Paper
2. Thereafter, pupils are offered a choice for Paper 3, with
some choosing to explore the early- modern witch crazes of
England, Germany and America, and others opting to delve
into the medieval world through the study of the Wars of the
Roses. Pupils also complete a coursework assignment which
is drawn from their Paper 3 choice. The Department aims
to encourage independent learning and critical thinking,
and pupils are encouraged to read widely around the course.

BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

At Key Stage Four, History is one of the most popular options
in the School. We follow the AQA GCSE History syllabus
and have chosen pathways that challenge our students’
understanding. In the Fourth Form, students explore the
interwar period, focusing on why peace was not maintained
throughout the 1920s and 1930s; we then tackle the Russian
Revolution. In the Fifth Form, there is a 1000-year breadth
study of the history of medicine, followed by an investigation
of the challenges faced by Elizabeth I at home and abroad.
Teaching at Third Form and Fourth Form is completely
paperless; students receive, complete and submit their work
via Microsoft OneNote.
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The History and Politics Society welcomes a number of
eminent speakers each year to the School, to consider a
variety of historical themes and issues. Recent speakers have
included James Walvin OBE and Professors Edward Royle,
Anne Curry and Gary Sheffield. The Department also has its
own magazine, The Gateway Chronicle, which is published
annually. The magazine is researched, written and edited
by a dedicated team of pupils; for the last four years, this
publication was named ‘School History Magazine of the
Year’ by the Historical Association. Finally, all students are
encouraged to attend the weekly History Clinic, should they
need extra support and guidance

RELIGION, PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS
The twenty-first century is an exciting and challenging time
in which to live. A greater awareness of different cultures,
together with advances in science and technology, raise
questions of identity (who we are), theology (what we can
believe) and ethics (how we should behave). Religious Studies
provides the opportunity to explore these questions from a
range of perspectives and encourages students to learn skills
of academic rigour: listening attentively to the opinions of
others, assessing those arguments critically, and expressing
their own ideas confidently.

LOWER SCHOOL

In the Lower School, students examine six major world
religions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism
and Sikhism) one faith at a time, and have the opportunity
to visit a variety of places of worship. Students in the Third
Form are introduced to the study of Philosophy and Ethics
through religion and morality. We cover topics such as
arguments for and against God’s existence and seek to answer
questions such as: ‘what makes an action right?’ or ‘is killing
ever justified?’

GCSE

At GCSE, students follow the Edexcel specification B course,
which combines both philosophical and theological study
(from a Christian and Muslim perspective). The first year
consists of studying the ‘Christianity and Ethics’ unit, and
the second year, the ‘Islam, Peace and Justice’.

A LEVEL

At A Level, students have the option of taking Religious
Studies or Philosophy. Both allow students to engage and
grapple with significant philosophical and moral issues, such
as whether the existence of evil disproves the existence of
God or if lying can be good. The Philosophy A Level (AQA)
is an argument-based approach which also tackles questions
of what we can know and whether we are more than just the
physical. The RS A Level (Edexcel) introduces students to
textual analysis of the New Testament.
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GEOGRAPHY
Geography is compulsory in the First, Second and Third
Forms. After this, the subject becomes an option for GCSE
in the Fourth and Fifth Forms and is extremely popular
amongst pupils. The Department consists of six graduate
geographers, covering a range of specialisms in Geography.
Teachers are on hand by appointment to support students
outside lessons, and clinics for examination classes run
during the week.

AIMS AND ETHOS

Geography deals with concepts that are vital to an
understanding of today’s fast changing world. The Geography
Department aims to foster intellectual curiosity in our
pupils by exploring the relationship between people and
their environment, and helping them to make sense of our
interconnected and interdependent world.

LOWER SCHOOL

Students are given a firm foundation in both Physical and
Human Geography, with a strong emphasis on building skills.
We aim to empower our students as independent thinkers,
with an empathetic appreciation of differing attitudes, values
and cultural identities, as well as an appreciation for the
environment. We use the concept of geographical enquiry
to provide our students with a sense of place, as well as the
thinking skills to make informed and reasoned decisions. The
emphasis is on equipping pupils with the tools to understand
the human and physical environments within which they
live, whilst applying a critical eye to a range of social, political,
economic and environmental issues.
In the First Form we study settlement, coasts and weather,
and there is a focus on map work. Students also complete
an independent project to investigate and report on an
important geographical issue from the news. The Second
Form curriculum covers core topics such as plate tectonics
and global warming, as well as considering the impact of
conflict. Extreme environments, such as rainforests and
deserts, also feature. The Third Form is designed as a bridge
to IGCSE; in autumn, the course focuses on global issues,
such as the rise of China and the dominance of TNCs, before
we begin the IGCSE in spring, where we cover the topics of
population and migration.
Students in Third Form bring their own devices to lessons
to develop their digital literacy, and throughout Key
Stage 3 Geographic Information System (GIS) and ICT is
encouraged for homework and project work.

GCSE AND A LEVEL

Fourth and Fifth Formers study the Cambridge IGCSE (9-1)
specification (0976), with students sitting three examinations
that cover a range of physical, human and economic
geography, as well as cartographical and graphical skills.
Digital opportunities are fully integrated into the course with
students accessing their laptops most lessons, and students
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enjoy submitting work electronically using One Note, as well
as presenting ideas with programmes such as Adobe Express.
At A Level, students study the Cambridge International AS
and A Level (9696) specification. This covers Core Physical
and Human topics in the first year, followed by the Advanced
options of hazards, coasts, economic transition and global
interdependence. There are currently seven Geography sets
across the two years at GCSE and seven at A Level, reflecting
its high popularity. Details of public examination results can
be found on the School website and have been extremely
strong for many years.

FIELDWORK
Fieldwork is an integral part of Geography. Working outside
the classroom enables students to challenge the suppositions
they encounter in their lessons by comparing the real world
to theoretical concepts. Fieldwork is a compulsory part
of the course in both the Fourth and Fifth Forms, when
we visit the Olympic Park and a local river as preparatory
work for the IGCSE fieldwork paper. Field trips also play an
increasingly important role in Key Stage 3, and at A Level
we visit Nettlecombe Court to investigate rural and coastal
landscapes.

EXTENDING LEARNING
Increasing numbers of pupils go on to pursue their
geographical studies at top universities, including Durham,
Oxford and Cambridge. The Department aims to facilitate
this by extending learning beyond the limitations of the
examination curricula. The Expanding Geominds Society
is a group set up by Sixth Formers who wish to discuss
geographical reading, and the Geographical Association
for Inquisitive Albanians (GAIA) is our geographical
society which meets regularly, with a range of speakers
addressing pupils. Recent topics have included Facebook
and Instagram style algorithms to help predict landslides;
the use of paleotempestology to predict hurricanes; and
the geography of happiness, as well as a talk from the BBC
Science Editor, David Shukman. Overseas ‘awe and wonder’
trips are also on offer, with an optional fieldtrip to Iceland
having travelled biennially in recent years, and plans for a
trip to the Azores soon.

ART
The Art Department seeks to foster a spirit of creativity
by encouraging pupils to be adventurous, open-minded,
thoughtful , diverse in attitude, respectful of tradition and
artistically curious.
The Department is arranged over two floors in a selfcontained block in Aquis Court. On the ground floor, there
are two general purpose studios and a dedicated ceramics
studio. On the first floor there is one large studio, which also
contains printing presses for a variety of fine art techniques.
In addition, there is a suite of computers and a well-stocked
art library.

LOWER SCHOOL AND THIRD
FORM

All pupils study Art in the First and Second Forms and
many opt to continue in the Third Form. Pupils have the
opportunity to work in a variety of media, including painting
and drawing, printmaking, ceramics and sculpture. Drawing
is seen as an important discipline and pupils are encouraged
to explore the world around them through primary and
secondary observational drawing. The work of other artists is
also studied, and pupils are introduced to contextual studies
to support their practice. Art Clubs are held once a week
after school and pupils can attend these sessions to explore
the subject further

GCSE

The exam syllabus comprises a coursework element along
with a timed exam. Pupils are encouraged to take creative
risks, develop a range of techniques and work in a variety
of media.
Art Clinics are held on two evenings per week after school
and pupils can attend these sessions to explore the subject
further.

A LEVEL
At this level, pupils are expected to work independently
on individual projects. Candidates receive guidance on
ways they can develop their ideas and instruction is given
on a range of advanced techniques. Guidance is also given
on portfolio selection for those intending to study Art,
Architecture and Design at university.
Art Clinics are held on two evenings per week after school
and pupils can attend these sessions to explore the subject
further.

EXHIBITIONS

Artwork produced by pupils is exhibited around the School,
in corridors and classrooms, with changing exhibitions in
the space outside the School Library. Every summer we
hold a Summer Exhibition of selected GCSE and A Level
examination work.

GALLERY VISITS

The Art Department arranges a variety of trips to galleries
in London and nearby locations. There are also regular trips
abroad to European art centres such as Paris, Amsterdam
and Madrid.
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DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Design and Technology prepares students to participate in
tomorrow’s rapidly changing technological world. The subject
develops students’ skills enabling them to become autonomous
and creative problem solvers, working as individuals and
members of teams, examining the needs and opportunities
for design and responding to them by developing a range of
ideas and making products and systems. The combination
of practical skills and an understanding of aesthetics, along
with social and environmental issues, function and industrial
practices allow them to evaluate past and present design and
technology long with its uses and effects. Through design
and technology, all students can become innovators and
discriminating and informed consumers or users of products.

A LEVEL

Product Design extends through to A Level. The course
is linear, with the Lower Sixth year being used to extend
students’ knowledge and understanding of the theoretical
aspects of the subjects. Students will also have the time to
build confidence in design and practical skills, enabling
them to tackle the extended coursework task throughout the
Upper Sixth. At this stage, projects are individually selected,
enabling students to incorporate their personal interests and
possible future career directions. These tasks are expected to
take on a commercial flavour and make use of a client and
user group. There is also a close link to Maths and Science,
with a considerable emphasis on the practical application of
related questions in the final examination.

FACILITIES

The Department has comprehensive design and workshop
facilities. Students have access to an electronics lab, design
studios with good ICT and CAD facilities and multimedia
workshops where most materials can be cut, shaped, formed
and joined. We still make use of our traditional facilities such
as lathes, mills, casting and heat treatment areas but have
also invested in Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM)
systems. Students have access to a CNC router, laser cutter
and a number of 3D printers.

LOWER SCHOOL

During the first two years, students will have one lesson
a week throughout the year to experience a wide range of
processes, materials and strategies, establishing a foundation
of skills which they can apply to all areas of problem-solving.
Through short and longer term tasks, the course will develop
their communication skills, design awareness, CAD/CAM
and manufacturing skills. They will also explore computer
control and simple robotics. The subject links many of
the other subjects studied across the curriculum and to
be successful, students must incorporate knowledge and
understanding from areas such as Maths and Science but
also Art and the Humanities.

THIRD FORM

At this stage, the subject becomes optional, with those
who choose to continue their study of D&T visiting the
Department twice a week throughout the year. These
students will complete a number of modules of work closely
related to the GCSE courses undertaken at the next stage.

GCSE

Those who have studied D&T in the Third Form may opt to
take on the GCSE course in Product Design. They will study
for three periods a week covering the theory aspect, along
with the completion of coursework which accounts for a
substantial percentage of their final grade.
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STAFFING
There are three Design and Technology teachers within the
Department, each with differing specialist knowledge and
backgrounds and all contribute to the curriculum at the
various levels.
We also have the benefit of an experienced, well qualified,
full-time technician who supports the teaching and learning
within the Department at all levels.
As Design and Technology features in all we do, it is
important that our students are empowered to make
informed judgements and decisions, whether as designers
or as consumers, as we all need to interact with the everdeveloping world in which we live.

D&T AT UNIVERSITY

Many students move on to study Engineering, in its many
different forms, along with Architecture and Product
Design at university. The subject sits well alongside Science
and Maths, with students being able put the theoretical
elements of these subjects into practice. However, it is also
a good complement to many other subjects, as universities
recognise the importance of the diverse skills students
develop within the subject area. These skills of independent
problem-solving, creativity, decision-making, organisation
and evaluation are valued across many disciplines and
complement many degree courses.

BEYOND THE CURRICULUM

In addition to successful examination results at GCSE and
A Level, our students have the opportunity to take part in
many varied co-curricular technological activities. Recently
these have ranged from robotics clubs to drone flying and
guitar-making.

We are an Arkwright Scholarship School and have a number
of students who have been successful in gaining scholarships,
being supported through their A Level studies by the
foundation.

We have also had much success in local and national
technology competitions.
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MUSIC
The Music Department blends high-achieving curricular
work with a busy co-curricular programme.
With an enviable number of quality musicians in the School,
this thriving Department performs a variety of functions
within the School and in the wider community, with upwards
of forty public performances every year. There are currently
twenty-six Music Award Holders in the School.
The Music Department moved into a brand new Music
School in 2018, which includes a new classroom, a Chamber
Music performing space complete with a Steinway Grand
piano, a state-of-the-art recording studio, nine practice
rooms and a large ensemble rehearsal room.

Music also has a thriving Academic Department, from
compulsory lessons in Lower School through to IGCSE.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

The School’s Music Department has a wealth of co-curricular
activities for pupils to take part in:
• School Choir – singing twice each week in St Albans
Cathedral for our school services and other special events.
Our Carol Service congregation fills the Abbey twice over.
• Chamber Choir – singing complex pieces ranging from
Thomas Tallis to Eric Whitacre, taking part in major
public events.
• Concert Choir – singing secular works in a popular style
in our School Concerts.
The School also boasts many other ensembles, both vocal
and instrumental, with smaller chamber ensembles which
are usually coached by visiting tutors. All of these groups
perform regularly in a wide range of concerts, both formal
and informal, which are part of the busy musical life of
the School. Our orchestra recently performed movements
from Rachmaninoff ’s 2nd Piano Concerto and Mozart’s
Clarinet Concerto, with students playing the solo parts to
great acclaim.
The Joint Schools’ Choral Society meets each Spring Term to
perform choral works in the Cathedral. This group combines
our own pupils and pupils from St Albans High School
for Girls, with many friends and parents of both schools
getting involved. Each school provides the conductor in
alternate years. The group has performed Karl Jenkins’ The
Armed Man – A Mass for Peace, Vivaldi’s Gloria, Whitacre’s
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Cloudburst, Walton’s Coronation Te Deum, Fauré’s Requiem,
Rutter’s Gloria, Chilcott’s Canticles of Light and Stravinsky’s
Symphony of Psalms in recent years.
Performances at the School take place in St Albans
Cathedral, the School Hall, the Library and the Chamber
Music performance space; the latter three venues are
equipped with superb Steinway grand pianos. One of the
most notable improvements is the
School becoming an All-Steinway
School, ensuring that our piano
pupils have the opportunity to
rehearse and perform on the
finest instruments available. Our
annual Steinway Piano Concert
is a wonderful showcase for our
many exceptional piano players.
In recent St Albans Young Musician Competitions, the St
Albans School Barbershop has won best vocal ensemble, the
Jazz Band has triumphed in the best instrumental ensemble
category, whilst our young soloists have won in all solo
categories over the years, and continue to win frequently.
The School’s music embraces a wide range of styles. There is
a large amount of popular music taking place at the School,
with several rock bands meeting and rehearsing throughout
the week; our recording studio allows these pupils to make
the most of their talents, producing their own recordings
with our industry-standard recording equipment.
The Summer Term culminates in a Cabaret sung by members
of the Sixth Form, and these have featured Songs from Shows
and Hits of the Seventies in recent years.

LOWER SCHOOL

Our Lower School classes are placed in sets according to
ability and musical experience, and with class sizes no larger
than thirteen, we fully enable pupils to develop at their own

GCSE

pace. Boys are given the opportunity to sing, play percussion
instruments and keyboards, whilst learning valuable musical
skills such as notation and sequencing, with a strong focus
on enjoyment and quality of performance. They also learn
to use Logic using our suites of iMacs, learning to produce
sequenced music and develop Music Technology Skills.

THIRD FORM

Music is a popular option in Third Form, with a curriculum
which stretches the most able, while also accommodating
a range of abilities below that. Taught across two lessons a
week, pupils have the opportunity to develop performance
skills (individually and as a class), aural skills and theory,
and study a range of aspects of Music History. They also
undertake composition and Music Technology projects.

Pupils in the Fourth and Fifth Form can opt to study a twoyear IGCSE Music course. The course is split into three
categories of performing, composing and historical study.
Typical historical topics include Classical, World Music,
and Jazz.

A LEVEL

Our Sixth Form pupils can opt to study A Level Music, for
which we follow the Edexcel board of examinations. This
is an engaging course with a 30% focus on Performing
skills, 20% free Composition, 10% Harmony and 40% Set
Works. Pupils are given regular performing opportunities,
and have the option to compose in Western Classical or
more popular styles. They also study eighteen Set Works,
which range from Bach to the Beatles.
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DRAMA
The Drama Department is based in New Place, a building 50
metres from the main school site, named after Shakespeare’s
final place of residence in Stratford-upon-Avon. The whole
building is dedicated to Drama with purpose-designed
classrooms, a costume and props store, theatre library,
and a black box studio which is a professional and flexible
performance space. The studio is well equipped with a full
lighting rig and sound capabilities and we have a full-time
Drama Technician who oversees all shows and works with
technical students. The Drama Department also has the use
of an outdoor Amphitheatre and New Hall. Members of the
Drama Department are all active practitioners and have
personal experience regarding professional acting, drama
school and theatre at university.

DRAMA CLUBS
A weekly club is open to all students in the First and Second
Form, with a number of performance opportunities during
the year, including a Lower School Christmas Show at
the end of the Autumn Term and the main Lower School
Summer Show at the end of the year. Recent productions have
included The Birds, Wind in the Willows and The Witches.
There is also a weekly club open to all students in the Third
and Fourth Form. This club is designed to give students
further performance opportunities and allows students
to have more creative freedom in terms of the plays they
study and the work they produce. The club has a public
performance in the Spring Term.

WORKSHOPS AND THEATRE
TRIPS

We aim to encourage and promote students’ communication
and performance skills, confidence and talent, as well as
nurture their ability to evaluate and reflect. At Key Stage
3, we facilitate a safe and relaxed environment for students
to experience the five Cs of Drama: confidence, creativity,
communication, concentration and co-operation. Students
also learn about different styles and genres of theatre, such
as, Commedia dell’Arte and Greek Theatre, as well as gaining
a wealth of important, transferable skills including public
speaking and presentation skills. The Edexcel GCSE Drama
course includes devised and scripted work which is publicly
performed, and at A Level, students get the opportunity to
study theatre practitioners and cover a vast range of playtexts.
Both courses require students to complete a written exam
which focuses on plays studied and live theatre productions.
During the exam courses, students will extend their
repertoire of performance skills as well as their knowledge
of theatrical design and direction. Students who show an
interest in the technical side of the subject can study lighting,
sound, costume or stage design at Key Stage 4 and 5.

Students studying Drama at GCSE and A Level have the
opportunity of working with visiting theatre professionals
including Frantic Assembly, The Paper Birds, Splendid and
Punchdrunk. These workshops allow students to experience
different styles of theatre and often help students with their
devised practical exams.

HOUSE DRAMA

Junior House Drama: A devising competition run by the
Lower School Drama Club and led by Sixth Form volunteers
in the Spring Term; also open to interested Third Form
students.
Senior House Drama: In the second half of the Summer
Term students from the Lower Sixth and Fourth Form work
in their Houses to present a ‘play in a day.’

The co-curricular side of the Drama Department is rich
with opportunities for students of all ages to get involved in
Drama outside of lessons.

For both competitions, the performances are judged by an
external theatre professional, in an evening showcase open
to parents and pupils.

MAIN SCHOOL PRODUCTION

There are also several events that take place throughout the
year. “An Evening with…” is a Q&A evening which hosts
a range of theatre professionals and is attended by parents
and pupils. Previous guest speakers include Glyn Maxwell
and Mike Newell. The Drama Department also takes part
in several festivals including the Shakespeare School’s
Festival, the National Theatre Connections Festival and the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival enabling students to perform in
professional venues outside of school.

A large-scale production rehearses and performs in the
Autumn Term. Usually all students in Third Form and
above can audition and there are opportunities for students
interested in the technical side of theatre to become involved
behind the scenes. Typically staged in the New Hall with full
set and costume, this is the pièce de résistance of the Drama
calendar. Recent productions include Wendy and Peter, Les
Misérables, Bugsy Malone and The Tempest.
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Throughout the year, the Drama Department organises
several trips to the theatre. Some of these trips will help
support students in their written exam where they need to
write about a live piece of theatre whereas other trips are
purely for pleasure and experience. During recent trips we
have watched Constellations at the Vaudeville Theatre, Out
West at the Lyric Hammersmith and Noughts and Crosses at
Theatre Royal Stratford East.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Computer Science is the study of how computers and
computer systems work, how they are designed and
programmed, how to apply computational thinking and how
to make best use of information technology.
Our curriculum takes a rigorous and academic approach,
which aims to give all pupils a strong foundation from which
they can progress to an IGCSE and A Level in Computer
Science. For the Lower School, our curriculum has been
designed to be accessible to all pupils, regardless of their
previous experience of Computer Science.
First Form pupils cover a combination of digital literacy
and Computer Science topics, including data modelling
and programming. In the Second Form, pupils study topics
such as computer security, flowcharting and artificial
intelligence. Pupils who choose to continue their study of
Computer Science into the Third Form further develop their
understanding with topics such as web development, textbased programming and computer hardware.

STUDY UNITS INCLUDE:

•

Algorithms

•

Artificial Intelligence

•

Programming

•

Computer architecture

•

Cybersecurity

•

Web design and development

CROSS-CURRICULAR CLUBS:

•

Middle School enrichment sessions

•

Code Club supports the National Cipher Challenge
through programming

•

Raspberr y Pi Development Club (Computing
Department)
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CROSS-CURRICULAR LEARNING
A rich programme of Enrichment at St Albans School
helps all students develop skills for study and the world
of work. Project work at three different stages – in the
Middle School, at GCSE and A Level – is supported by
a programme of guided learning that aims to inspire
intellectual curiosity; a critical, reflective approach to
topical and historical issues; a rigorous written style;
and a logical and analytical appreciation of the impact
of art and science on our society.

GCSE HIGHER PROJECT
QUALIFICATION
Following a similar pattern, HPQ is an opportunity for
pupils in the Fourth and Fifth Form to research and
write in more depth. They are assessed on their ability to
plan, manage and review their Project, and are assessed
via an oral presentation and an externally-moderated
dissertation, resulting in a GCSE-level qualification.

EXTENDED PROJECT
QUALIFICATION

Students are challenged to make links between taught
subjects and with their interests outside school, and to
develop transferable skills in preparation for university
and the world of work.

ENRICHMENT COURSES

Lower Sixth students choose two short courses in
applied ethics, the creative arts, or critical thinking,
many of which are designed to act as a source of ideas
that might develop into an EPQ (see later). Further
Enrichment courses are offered in the Upper Sixth.
Critical Thinking is a
practical, skills-based
discipline that is taught
and developed in many
curriculum subjects at all
levels. It is offered as an
exclusive 10-week course
within the Enrichment
programme, where it
has been designed to
foster the thinking skills
that are so much in demand in today’s world. It has
the additional immediate practical benefit of helping
prepare students for university admissions tests.

MIDDLE SCHOOL PROJECT

All pupils in the Third Form investigate a subject of
their own choice in depth via a research project and
dissertation. Weekly lessons are also used to embed
the skills of rigorous research, time-management and
independent learning. This reinforces and applies
techniques from the Lower School programme of
Learning to Learn (LTL).
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Building on Lower Sixth Enrichment courses or on
prior knowledge, students embark on an individual
research project in the Lower Sixth, completed over one
calendar year. The EPQ may involve a dissertation, a
performance or lecture, an investigation, or the creation
of an artefact.
Those choosing to write a dissertation research the
‘story’ behind a question and, wherever possible,
explore historical, ethical and philosophical aspects of
that question in depth.
Recent titles have included:
• Can science explain the nature of happiness?
• Is hydro-diplomacy an effective solution to water
conflict in the Middle East?
• Is it beneficial for a country to host a major sporting
event such as the Olympics?
• Should the UK’s laws on gun control be changed?
• Why don’t we read anymore, and should we be
worried? (Performance of a lecture)
• Can I design an updated ski resort with modern
architecture? (Artefact)
The qualification results in an A Level qualification
and is recognised as excellent preparation for higher
education, with many universities reducing entrance
requirements for students offering an EPQ.

ENRICHMENT LECTURES

A two-term programme of Enrichment Lectures from
external speakers exposes Sixth Form students to a
broad range of topical issues, ranging from art history
to current ethical and scientific debates, and prepares
them for the lecture format of university. Recent
contributors have included a former UK ambassador,
a judge, rugby internationals, charity fundraisers and
a former cabinet minister.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
DISCOVER & DEVELOP THE
SPORTING POTENTIAL WITHIN
EVERY STUDENT

cognitive development of each pupil as defined in the
following aims:
• Physical – Pupils are supported to enhance and develop
their movement skills and athleticism to give them the
tools to be healthy, fit, and capable to perform in sport to
the best of their ability.

The principle aim of the Physical Education department is to
support and challenge every pupil to develop their sporting
potential. We value sport and PE for its ability to challenge,
shape and develop the core values and behaviours that we
see as valuable in developing an all-round student.

• Psychological/Mental – Pupils are challenged to develop
the mental skills needed to be a successful learner and
performer in the classroom and in the sporting arena.

The key principles of our approach are:

• Social – Pupils are supported to develop positive
relationships, to be empathetic, to be positive role models
and to relate to one another through sport and physical
activity.

1. Deliver high quality teaching and support students drive
to learn.
2. Incorporate physical literacy as central to all teaching and
learning in PE.

• Cognitive/Problem solving - Pupils are encouraged
to think and solve problems. Raising awareness levels,
confidence, and competence.

3. Provide a broad and varied programme of opportunities
at a range of levels.

The Physical Education programme is facilitated by a single
timetabled PE lesson (50 minutes) once a week in the Sports
Centre for each form from First Form to Fifth Form. The
programme of study looks to develop greater levels of
autonomy and choice as the students’ progress and aims to
make all students feel more competent and increase their
relatedness to physical activity as an integral part of their
daily lives through School and beyond at St Albans School,
with excellent opportunities for boys and girls of all abilities.

4. Expect and encourage a supportive and positive culture
of trying hard and doing your best.
5. Strive for and encourage excellence in all areas of PE and
Games.

PE CURRICULUM
Physical Education at St Albans School focuses on developing
four key development strands throughout the pupil journey.
The aim is to nurture the physical, social, emotional, and

PE PROGRAMME OF STUDY

FIRST
FORM

SECOND
FORM

THIRD
FORM

AUTUMN TERM (13)

SPRING TERM (10)

SUMMER TERM (10)

FMS Screening & Intro Lesson
Swimming Assessment
Locomotive Movement
Hockey

FMS Screening
Swimming - Water Confidence
Gymnastics - Sports Acro
Cricket

FMS Screening
Gym Induction
Superheroes
Stroke Swimming

Gym Induction, FMS Screening & Intro
Basketball
Stroke Swimming
Badminton

FMS Screening
Superheroes
Gymnastics (flight)
Handball

FMS Screening
Locomotive Movements
Swimming - Water Polo
Softball

GROUP A
Gym Induction & Lake Run

GROUP B
Gym Induction & Lake Run

GROUP C
Gym Induction & Lake Run

Locomotive Movements

Manipulative Actions
Stroke Swimming
Locomotive Development
Athletic Development

Mental Skills
Stroke Swimming
DAS Programme

Stroke Swimming
DAS Programme
Mental Skills

Locomotive Movements
Synchro Swim & Swim Games
Athletic Development
Manipulative Actions

FOURTH
FORM

FIFTH
FORM

Mental Skills
Stroke Swimming
DAS Programme

Stroke Swimming
DAS Programme
Mental Skills

Mental Skills
Synchro & Swim Games
DAS Programme

Synchro & Swim Games
DAS Programme
Mental Skills

Athletic Development
Manipulative Actions
Synchro Swim & Swim Games

GROUP 1
Gym Induction
Testing
Athletic
Development

GROUP 2
Sports Hall
Games
Water Polo
Lifting/Climbing

GROUP3
Sports Acro /
Climbing
Pool Games
Table Tennis
Short Tennis

GROUP 1
Testing
Athletic
Development

GROUP 2
Life Saving
Gym
Programme
Design
Rackets

GROUP3
Handball
Sports Hall
Games
Water
Confidence &
Life Saving

GROUP 1
Testing
Athletic
Development

GROUP 2
Athletics
Softball
UF

GROUP3
Indoor Athletics
UF
Team Game (AQ
Orchard)

GROUP 1
Gym Induction
Testing
Athletic
Development

GROUP 2
Sports Acro /
Climbing
Water Polo
Gym
Programme
Design

GROUP3
Swim Synchro
Gym Cardio +
Studio
Rackets /
Climbing

GROUP 1
Testing
Athletic
Development

GROUP 2
Volleyball
Handball
Synchro
Parkour

GROUP3
Pool Games
Sports Acro
Sports Hall
Games
Yoga

GROUP 1
Testing
Athletic
Development

GROUP 2
UF
Softball

GROUP3
Team Game (AQ
Orchard)
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ACADEMIC PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

A Level Physical Education at St Albans School was
introduced in September 2000 with conspicuous success.
GCSE Physical Education was then introduced in 2006 for
Fourth and Fifth Formers.

This course is suitable for the diverse range of candidates who
wish to develop their interest in Sport and Physical Education,
fostering its value in lifelong learning. It aims to:
• Develop knowledge, skills and understanding of the factors
that influence the quality of performance.

GCSE (AQA)

• Apply this knowledge, skills and understanding to a range
of sporting activities and contexts.

The course suits candidates who have a keen interest in Sport
and Physical Education. It aims to:

• Evaluate performance and plan for the improvement of it.

• Develop knowledge, understanding, skills and values
to develop and maintain their performance in physical
activities and understand the benefits to health, fitness and
well-being
• Develop theoretical knowledge and understanding of the
factors that underpin physical activity and sport and use
this knowledge to improve performance
• Understand how the physiological and psychological state
affects performance in physical activity and sport
• Develop their ability to analyse and evaluate to improve
performance in physical activity and sport
• Understand the contribution which physical activity and
sport make to health, fitness and well-being
• Understand key socio-cultural influences which can affect
people’s involvement in physical activity and sport.
It is assessed in two written papers at the end of the Fifth
Form Year (which make up 60% of the marks) and by a nonexamined assessment of their practical skills in three sports,
at least one individual, one team and one other sport, from
an approved list as well as a written analysis and evaluation of
their practical performance (40% of final marks).
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A LEVEL (AQA)

It is assessed in two written papers at the end of the Upper
Sixth year (which make up 70% of the marks) and by a nonexamined assessment of their practical skills and a written
analysis and evaluation of their practical performance (30%
of final marks).

GAMES & SPORT
GAMES AT ST ALBANS SCHOOL

Every student experiences a Games afternoon each week
encompassing a range of sports and physical activities.
As students progress through the School, the element of
‘preference’ and breadth of options increases, with the aim
that all students will engage with at least two hours physical
activity per week and will find an activity or sport that they
wish to pursue as a ‘lifelong’ pursuit or interest.
The major games of the terms are:
• Autumn: Rugby, Cross Country, Lacrosse, Netball
• Spring: Hockey, Cross Country, Lacrosse, Football
• Summer: Cricket, Tennis, Athletics, Girls Rugby

SPORTS FIXTURES

Beginning with matches in the First Form, the School enjoys
an extensive programme of inter-school fixtures in a very
wide and ever-expanding range of sports. The School has
a large number of pupils who compete at County, National
and International levels in a number of sports.
Inter-school fixtures are normally organised on a year group
basis and in the major sports we will often field up to four
teams in an age group. The School has a thriving House
System with four houses competing each year in all sports.
Thus, all pupils have the opportunity to represent the School
or House at their level at some stage in his or her career.

SPORTS FACILITIES
THE WOOLLAM PLAYING FIELDS
The School completed the development of its world-class
playing fields in 2002.
This sporting provision, which is the largest single
development in Europe, includes 6 rugby pitches, 6 football
pitches, 2 five-a-side pitches, 8 cricket squares, a floodlit
artificial turf pitch, lacrosse pitch, netball and tennis courts.
Each laser levelled surface, combined with the superb
underground drainage, offers exceptional playing conditions
in almost any weather and allows skill development of the
highest standards.

VERULAMIUM PARK
Several activities utilise the park adjacent to the School.
Our outstanding cross-country teams use the park for their
training and for House and School Runs; Westminster Lodge
Athletics Stadium hosts some of our summer PE lessons,
Sports Day as well as County and District team matches
and the Abbey View Golf Course hosts a Games activity on
Wednesdays for senior pupils. The Abbey Orchard is utilised
for Fitness Training, Ultimate Frisbee and Softball in PE
lessons in the Summer Term.

SPORTS CENTRE
The School completed this state-of-the-art facility in 2012 to
bring its on-site facilities in line with the excellent Woollam
Playing Fields. A 25 metre pool, with adjacent endless
pool and camera technology provides a first class teaching
environment for water-based activities. A 35 metre sports
hall with five permanent camera positions for capturing
footage of lessons for instant or retrospective review provides
a multi-sport teaching facility. The well-equipped, fitness
suite provides a centre for building on the strong fitness
and training culture that exists in the School. The studio
provides a versatile space for teaching dance, fitness classes,
martial arts and land-based swimming training, expanding
the opportunities available to pupils even further.
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SPORTS TOURS
THE SPORT TOURS FUNDRAISING
COMMITTEE
The committee, comprising parents and staff, was formed in
1993. It has been an outstanding success and has raised in
excess of £800,000 and sent hundreds of pupils of all ages and
abilities on tours throughout Britain, Europe and the World.
Recent tours have included: Senior & U15 Rugby to South
America (July 2017), U13 Rugby to Cardiff (October 2019),
Senior & U15 Cricket to South Africa (October 2019), U14
Hockey to Belgium (April 2020), Cross Country to USA
(October 2017 & 2019), Senior Football to Italy (February
2017), Senior & U15 Football to Portugal (February 2020),
Netball to Jersey (October 2019).
Future tour planning has now resumed post the Covid- 19
restrictions. Forthcoming trips include a Hockey tour to
Barcelona, a Rugby tour to South Africa and a Lacrosse tour
to Canada. The value of touring cannot be underestimated
and the rewards and benefits are great. The experiences and
memories that such trips bring live with the pupils forever
and help to support our aims to develop the whole pupil,
not just technically, tactically or physically but socially and
emotionally too.
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THE LIBRARY

The aim of the Library is to provide a pleasant, supervised
environment for study - with resources for Lower School,
GCSE and A Level Courses. We aim to encourage students
to read beyond the prescribed curriculum; to become
familiar with techniques for Library Research and to read
for pleasure.
The Library is open from 8am to 6pm each school day
without restriction and is staffed by a full-time Librarian,
an Assistant Librarian and a Library Assistant. The Library
is resourced to field general bibliographic enquiries and to
issue and return books. A pupil can borrow up to four books
for two weeks – and in the Sixth Form this increases to six.
We do fine for overdue books. The Library provides for up
to eighty-four readers at any one time, fifty-two in the Main
Library, twenty-four in the Junior Library and eight in the
computer room CR4.
The Central Desk serves as a focus for the Library. In addition
to issuing and returning books, the staff help readers to make
enquiries via the Library Catalogue, assist with photocopying

and scanning, give guidance for research and information
about books and e-resources. Requests for purchase of new
resources are sympathetically considered.
The Library has twenty-four networked computers; ten in
the Main Library for pupils using the Library for private
study and fourteen in the Library Classroom which can be
booked for small teaching groups. The photocopier can be
used for scanning on all computers and printing in colour,
in A4 and A3.
The Library has online subscriptions for The Dictionary of
National Biography, The Oxford English Dictionary and
JSTOR which are available to all pupils. We also subscribe to
the archives of ten A Level Academic Magazines published
by Hodder Education.
Initially, all First Form classes have an induction lesson on
the best way to use Library resources. The Junior Library
houses Fiction and Non-Fiction Areas designed for Lower
School use. The First and Second Form enjoy a popular
reading lesson every week in this room. They are encouraged
to read individually, and to write short reviews of what they
have read to give a focus to this activity.
We organise visits from popular authors to read from their
own work and advise pupils on their own writing. Recent
authors have included Caroline Lawrence, Jonathan Stroud
OA, Anthony Horowitz, Tom Palmer, Tim Bowler, Chris
Bradford, Bali Rai and Steve Cole.
The Library has a Steinway piano which is used for evening
concerts. Lunchtime concerts are also arranged in the Library
for students and staff.
Book loan records are included in the School’s registration
under the Data Protection Act.
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WHAT THE GOOD SCHOOLS GUIDE SAYS
HEADTEACHER
Since 2014, Jonathan Gillespie (50s). Previously head of Lancing College for eight years and has also taught at Highgate
and Fettes College. Degree in modern and medieval languages and PGCE, both from Cambridge.
Not quite old-school (he’s far too friendly and progressive to fit that description), but something about his very presence
commands respect and makes you sit up that bit straighter. Even on a Teams meeting (best Teams backdrop we’ve seen
yet, by the way – the oldest bit of the school on a glorious spring day, fittingly taken on the first day of lockdown in 2020:
you could almost believe you were there). Very much a systems man, he was keen to talk us through the formal structures
of everything from staffing and SLT arrangements through to school strategies. Biggest areas of improvement during his
tenure so far are in wellbeing and teaching and learning. No longer a teacher himself, though – ‘my job is to be anywhere
and everywhere, not a modern linguist’ – but gets stuck into Oxbridge trial interviews. Big on celebrating successes –
potentially a full time job in its right own here. ‘Personable,’ ‘authoritative,’ ‘knows the children,’ ‘very involved and always
has time for a quick chat,’ say parents. ‘Not someone you want to let down,’ say pupils.
‘The school is his world, which is fantastic,’ one parent told us. ‘But there is an expectation that the school becomes your
world as well especially if you’re in a sports team or involved in music. It’s a major time commitment and parents have to
be on board with that.’
Sensible (and modest) enough not to pretend to have an objective view about how well the school did during the pandemic
(‘it’s still too soon’) but we can tell you parents were impressed – ‘Right from day one, all lessons were online, then over
time they listened, adapted and flexed, for example giving kids a bit more downtime and reducing lesson length,’ said
one. What luck school had invested so heavily in IT and introduced a ‘bring your own device’ policy just a year before
lockdown. Everything seemed to be business as usual from sport (pupils expected to provide video evidence of trying out
the challenges) through to music (using remote technology to put on concerts) though head admits, ‘We’ll never take simple
daily interactions for granted again.’
A keen sports coach, especially hockey (he umpires at national level), he also gets involved in CCF. Hill walking and golf
also take up a fair bit of his spare time, and he celebrates family’s Scottish roots by playing the highland bagpipes. Married to
Caroline, former civil servant, with whom they have two sons, one who is at university and the other recently commissioned
from Sandhurst.

ENTRANCE
Unashamedly selective. Oversubscribed, with over three applicants per place. Main entry points have always been 11+ and
13+, now also 12+. Tests in English, maths and VR and interviews, all on the same day. For 13+, most entrants gain their
place via assessments in the summer term of year 7.
Around 100 applicants for 40+ places at 16 – 7s required at GCSE for subjects to be studied at A level, with grade average
of 6.6 across all GCSEs taken. And that goes for internal candidates too.

EXIT
A laudable 78 per cent go on to Russell Group universities, notably Birmingham, Bristol, Durham, Exeter, Nottingham and
Warwick, with popular subjects including economics, engineering, history, law, maths and the sciences. Regular success
with medicine and veterinary science applications (seven in 2020). Nine to Oxbridge in 2020.

LATEST RESULTS
In 2020, 88 per cent 9-7 at GCSE; 72 per cent A*/A at A level (91 per cent A*-B). In 2019 (the last year when exams took
place), 81 per cent 9-7 at GCSE; 59 per cent A*/A (82 per cent A*-B).
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TEACHING AND LEARNING
GCSE grades place the school in upper echelons of league tables. No weaknesses in any subject, with top performers
including English, maths, history, geography, music, design technology, sciences and classics. IGCSEs in maths, sciences,
languages, history, music and English. Pupils take 10 in total. At A level maths popular and successful, with strong showings
in sciences, art, classics, geography, drama, economics, DT, RS, history, classics and English. Languages less popular but
interest increasing. All start with four A levels ‘because we find it makes for better, more informed choices for the right
three’ (though some stick with four). French, German, Spanish and Mandarin taught on carousel in year 7, with pupils
choosing two to study in year 8. Setting from second term in the year 7 in maths and from year 9 in other core subjects –
but a bottom set here is still well above average. Computer science has replaced ICT, and there’s much more digital learning
generally – and not just due to Covid.
Traditional, didactic lessons with opportunity for interaction and small group work. Plenty of examples of creative learning
– we saw a fantastic science display complete with flashing lights. New focus on ‘developing holistic, resilient, reflective,
independent and collaborative learners,’ according to school – parents say it means less content, more thinking skills, which
is working well. We approve of school’s recent overhaul of approach to feedback – ‘If you give pupils a grade, they tend to
look at what they get, look at what their neighbour got, then switch off if they came out worse than them,’ points out head,
with all feedback now focusing on ‘What did you do well? What could you do better?’ Slightly unfortunate acronym of DIRT
(dedicated improvement and reflection time) now a major feature of all lessons following testing. Independent research
is higher up the agenda too since our last visit – formalised as study skills in year 9, HPQ in year 11 and EPQ (about 80
students did one last year) in sixth form. Drop-in subject clinics at GCSE and A level for most subjects at least once a week.
Teaching staff highly praised and observed at least once a year. Homework is at least one hour a night in first form, moving
up to two hours a day in sixth form. Absolutely no room for complacency or coasting. ‘There’s a strong expectation that
you do your best and nothing less,’ a pupil told us. But we were reassured by one parent who told us, ‘My son was quite shy
when he joined and they were brilliant at building his confidence and now we’re told he’s not just good at asking questions
but asking good questions.’ High calibre teachers, as you’d expect. ‘Extremely honest and direct feedback on parents’ evening
– no hiding, and that’s how most of us like it,’ said one parent. Careers guidance includes detailed help with university
applications and that goes for Oxbridge and overseas universities too.

LEARNING SUPPORT AND SEN
Impressive learning support unit based in the centre of the school with specialist staff who cheerfully and successfully make
sure pupils get all the backup they need to thrive. Its positive approach is not to be underestimated – while other schools talk
negatively about problems and hurdles, this school celebrates neurodiversity. Support for mild to moderate SEN including
dyslexia, dyspraxia and ASD – plus a range of undiagnosed challenges with eg processing. Mentoring available for those
needing an extra push to maximise their potential, as well as help around resilience, relieving stress, facilitating study skills
etc. Because the admissions process is so meticulous, parents told us they feel confident the school doesn’t take on anyone
who can’t flourish here. One EHCP when we visited.

THE ARTS AND EXTRACURRICULAR
New music school based in centre of school means you’re very likely to hear snippets of melody as you wander through
– bliss. If you’re really lucky, you’ll hear the grand piano being played from the main performance hall. This is a Steinway
school and standards are high both for pianists and other musicians, though the department is inclusive of all levels. Lots
of practice/lesson rooms plus two hi-tech classrooms and a recording studio.
School choir, which includes some teachers, performs at the abbey twice a week, plus there’s the usual orchestra, ensembles
and bands etc. Marked improvement recently in strings playing. One parent told us, ‘Our son sings a minimum of three
times a week in the abbey – it’s wonderful!’
Drama collaborates with music department for whole school performances. The department – located opposite the school –
also puts on regular smaller plays. ‘Not the best facilities, but the head of drama is an awesome individual whose enthusiasm
is contagious,’ said one parent. ‘My son has directed, written, starred in… you name it, he’s done it, and loved it.’
Not an art department where everyone’s work looks the same. Everything from fine art to ceramics to DT reflective of
individual creativity and personality, making for some fascinating displays. Cooking club is a recent addition
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Outdoor teamwork fostered through robust and popular CCF and DofE. Army and air options available, though parents say
RAF wing plays second fiddle to Coldstream Guards – despite the former offering opportunities to take off and fly. Clubs
dominated by sports – particularly popular is the open house sports on a Friday after school where you can do anything from
table tennis to taking a dip in the pool or using the climbing wall. Pupil led societies are on the up eg classics, history, all
producing annual journals. Debating does well, as you’d expect, and the diversity society is increasingly vocal. ‘There are so
many clubs and everyone feels really encouraged to try them out,’ said a pupil. Special transport laid on so nobody misses out.
Trips range from classics trips to Italy or Greece through to cadet trips to Canada and Tanzania. School provides financial
support where required and plenty of UK options too eg Pen Arthur, a rugged farmhouse owned by the school in rural
Wales. Long tradition of sports tours – latest were cricket to South Africa and rugby to South America.

SPORT
Sport has a strong reputation. Excels in rugby (D teams in most year groups), hockey, cricket and cross-country for boys and
netball, lacrosse and tennis for girls. International reputation in cross-country. Sailing, squash, badminton, aerobics, golf,
athletics, climbing and table tennis also on the menu. But the real development over the last few years has been in what the
school calls physical literacy, with pupils encouraged to understand movement and ensure they get the right conditioning.
A strength and conditioning coach oversees this increasingly nuanced area, evaluating performances and setting targets. So
instead of pupils assessing their performance in a game by looking at whether they won or lost by 10 or 20 points, they’re
now encouraged to focus on the specific areas they could improve in their training. ‘We no longer define success by how
many games we win – it’s just not our philosophy,’ says head. All helped by whizzy sports centre with cameras for analysis
of sports play and a pool with motion-capture technology to analyse style, strength, conditioning etc.
Sixth formers can train to be lifeguards in the pool and then get a job there in the summer – a nice touch. More facilities
at Woollams about a 10 minute drive away, with 75 acres dedicated to impressive pitches (including Astroturf) and courts,
plus a spacious and modern pavilion, where pupils who do commit to sport are expected to spend most Saturdays. Nonsporty types need not fear, say parents: ‘My son participates, but he’s not that driven – you have to do it, but you can focus
on other things more if sport’s not your bag.’

ETHOS AND HERITAGE
Originally founded in 948, this is one of the oldest extant schools in the country (so ancient that the first pupils did not
speak English) and this sense of history is a great source of pride to pupils. Adjacent to the abbey, the school has some
extraordinary rooms and nooks with gothic windows and yard-thick walls. One such is home to the school’s small museum.
In contrast, there’s the light, contemporary Aquis Court building (former home to KPMG), which the school has acquired
and uses for art, with five studios including ceramics and kiln, sixth form centre with private study area and classrooms,
with other buildings nestling among well-maintained gardens.
Facilities are all outstanding, with some particularly well-equipped science labs and a spacious junior and senior libraries.
Newest additions are the music centre and maths building.
Boarding went in the 1950s, direct grant in the 1970s – girls arrived (mainly from local independents and states) in the
sixth in 1991. ‘My daughter could not have been made to feel more welcome,’ said one parent. ‘I don’t know any of the girls
who don’t love it here,’ said one female pupil, although it’s generally agreed that more timid types may wilt among all that
testosterone. Boys say the presence of girls ‘makes us more mature.’
Atmosphere is buzzy, dynamic and friendly and most definitely purposeful, with students hungry to learn. Increasing
freedoms as you go up the school – year 11s can go into town for lunch (although the privilege is quickly removed if they’re
not impeccably behaved), keeping the school from feeling remote and elite. Onsite cashless refectory serves an excellent
array of food (some of the best we’ve seen) keeping younger ones happy. Breaktimes usually spent in class common room
and outside in the abbey orchard (with teachers on duty) at lunchtimes.
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Lots of outreach work (school motto is translated from Latin as ‘Born not for ourselves’), involving pupils going into care
homes, working with children with learning disabilities etc. Children from local state schools have access to facilities, including
pool and science labs. In fact, exceptionally strong links extend to sixth formers mentoring primary school children and staff
providing masterclasses in maths, sciences and drama. Student voice stronger than it was, especially on eco-related matters.

PASTORAL CARE, INCLUSIVITY AND DISCIPLINE
Horizontal tutorial system, plus prefects, full-time school nurses, school counsellor, chaplain, two heads of sixth form and
lots of senior staff with pastoral roles (all re-jigged since our last visit) reflect the emphasis on pupil support. Wellbeing is
a major focus. Diversity and inclusion has climbed up the agenda too – Black History Month, Holocaust Memorial Day,
International Women’s Day etc all taken seriously and made much of.
Not a school for rebellious types – boundaries are clear, discipline is tight and they sweat the small stuff including untucked
shirts, forgetting PE kit and silly haircuts (except in lockdown). That said, there’s a bit more wobble room at the lower end
of the school so that boys can learn from their mistakes. White slip signed by teacher for minor misdemeanours – you have
to get this signed by teachers in all lessons (intended as a minor inconvenience). Tiered detention system culminates in a
Saturday – few get them. Small numbers of suspensions each year, hardly any permanent. Bullying? ‘Yes,’ says head, ‘because
every school does. But if you’re asking me if it’s persistent, then no.’ Parents concur. Communications thorough – ‘perhaps
a bit too much,’ felt one, ‘as you can feel bombarded.’

PUPILS AND PARENTS
About half of pupils from St Albans itself. The rest travel from far and wide, up to an hour each way, mostly north of the M25
– eight school buses transport them in, though growing numbers cycle. There has always been a strong Jewish contingent but
school is now more diverse in other cultures and ethnicities. Pupils are interested, sharp, articulate. Parents are ambitious –
mostly professional, many first-time buyers, plus a handful whose children would otherwise qualify for free school meals.
Good sense of community among parents, if that’s what you want, but easy enough to opt out of the events and parent
get-togethers if you don’t. Very strong Old Albanians, many of whom send their sons here and, later, their daughters. Only
13 schools have produced more Fellows of the British Academy and Royal Society. Notable former pupils go back to the
year dot but recent ones include Sir Tim Rice, archaeologist Lord Renfrew, film producer Mike Newell, General Sir Richard
Lawson and Prof Stephen Hawking.

MONEY MATTERS
Academic scholarships worth up to 20 per cent of fees awarded on the basis of performance in the entrance tests at 11+ and
by separate exam at 13 and 16. Choral scholarships by audition at 11+. Art, music and sport scholarships at 13+. School
currently assists 53 pupils with a bursary, nine of whom receive 100 per cent assistance.

THE LAST WORD
Traditional, disciplined and structured, this is a school that demands high standards from all especially in academia, but
not at the expense of extracurricular. Far from it, the all-roundedness (particularly the sporting and musical excellence) is
a major pull for families far and wide.
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